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Chapter 3 
 

     The clouds in Carnia are quite lovely.  Their white vapors stretch in imaginative 
patterns across the sky as they float softly and gently by.  The moisture in them glows in 
the sunlight, giving each cloud a glittering sparkle much like that of the twinkle of a star.  
All in all a glorious spectacle to behold!  However, to Lisa and Mort they are nothing but 
clouds of vapor that rush by them at lightening speeds.  They have not taken the time to 
notice the beauty of clouds nor are they even paying attention to the magical way the 
clouds glow!  Well, that may because Lisa and Mort appeared in a flash light high above 
the surface of Carnia and are now falling at tremendous speed towards the ground!  So, 
they are little too preoccupied with their fast approaching doom and their incessant 
screaming to notice such beauty… I guess that’s understandable. 
      “What happened!” yells Lisa in-between her shrieks of terror. 
      “It must have transported us somewhere!” replies Mort. 
      “We’re going to die!” shouts Lisa back. 
      “We’ll be alright!” Mort replies oddly. 
      “What!  How can you say that when we are about to crash into the…” 
      Their bodies strike the jello-like ground of the southern regions of Carnia.  The jello 
sinks in, absorbing the impact of the fall and then springs up, bouncing Lisa and Mort’s 
bodies back into the air.  They bounce several more times, each time getting lower and 
lower until finally their momentum dies out and they are left lying with their backs on the 
ground staring up at the magnificent sky. 
      “Wow!” exclaims Lisa as she pants for air.  She is rather winded from all the 
screaming.  “Look at the clouds!  Aren’t they just awesome looking!” 
       Suddenly they are surrounded by several small bucket-shaped creatures covered in 
fur.  One of the Fuzzbuckets climbs onto Lisa and walks across her stomach, studying 
Mort and her. 
       “Strangers!” proclaims one of the Fuzzbuckets in a whiney sounding high pitch 
voice. 
       “Very creatures looking odd, they are?” speaks the one that stands on Lisa’s 
stomach. 
        “With them, what action take we should?” says another. 
        “Eat them, we could!” exclaims the one on Lisa. 
        “Yum!  Eat them, let’s!” proclaims several of the Fuzzbuckets.  They are getting 
excited and bouncing up and down in the way that buckets do not. 
        “Hasty, we should not be,” interrupts another.  “To the prince, first, we take them 
must; eat them then, maybe we will!” 
        “Very well,” responds the others. 
        Several of the Fuzzbuckets violently grab Lisa and Mort. 
        “Get away from me you little monsters!” yells Lisa as she shakes them off her. 
        “Prince to go you must!” proclaims one of the Fuzzbuckets. 



        “Say what?” replies Mort. 
        “I think the little furry munchkin said that we must go see the prince,” explains Lisa. 
        “Munchkins not we are!” one of the creatures explains. “Fuzzbuckets name is ours!” 
        “They sure talk funny,” says Mort. 
        “No!” exclaims one of the creatures, “Funny talk you! Normal, we! Come!” 
        “Wait!” yells Lisa.  “Did you say you were going to eat us!” 
       “Eat no now!” replies one of the Fuzzbuckets.  “Prince go you must!” 
       “I don’t think so!” yells Lisa.  
       Lisa and Mort make a run for it, but the Fuzzbuckets are fast!  Soon there are 
Fuzzbuckets crawling all over them!  Lisa and Mort swat at them and push them off their 
bodies, but the Fuzzbuckets are persistent and eventually subdue Lisa and Mort and carry 
them off.  Lisa and Mort lay on their backs as the little creatures take them on a winding 
path through the forest.  They soon arrive at a castle-like structure.  A horn blows and the 
castle’s drawbridge lowers.  The Fuzzbuckets take Lisa and Mort into the castle.  They 
carry them through a maze of passageways and drop them on the floor in front of a large 
throne. 
     “Travelers, welcome you are!” proclaims Prince Fuzzy. 
     “I didn’t feel very welcomed!” whines Lisa. 
     “Apologies, mine are,” replies the prince, “overexcited, they get.” 
     Lisa shrugs her shoulders, “It’s all right.” 
     “From location which have come you visitors?” 
     “I can’t understand a thing these creatures say!” exclaims Mort. 
     “I think he is asking where we came from,” explains Lisa. 
     “Oh,” replies Mort.  “We come from Newport News, Virginia.” 
     Prince Fuzzy ponders Mort’s answer for a moment and then responds, “Virginia? 
What island strange is place this?” 
     Lisa laughs at the creature’s ignorance.  “Virginia’s not an island!  It’s a state in the 
United States of America!” 
     Prince Fuzzy has a puzzled look on his face.  “Heard not place this United States of 
America.  From Carnia you are not?” 
     “Carnia?” replies Mort. “What’s Carnia?” 
     “Carnia land is arrived in you have.  Around you, see all, all is Carnia.” 
     Lisa turns to Mort with a smirk and says, “I don’t think we’re in Kansas anymore 
Toto!” 
    “What?” replies Mort, “Kansas? We’re not from Kansas… hey; did you just call me 
Toto?” 
    “Gosh Mort,” sighs Lisa.  “Get some culture!  It’s a reference from ‘The Wizard of 
Oz.’” 
    “The Wizard of what?” 
    “You’re kidding me, right?” 
    “Excuse me!” Prince Fuzzy interrupts, slightly agitated.  “Talk me to now you 
should!” 
    Lisa and Mort look at each other for a second and then turn to Prince Fuzzy.  “Sorry.” 
    “Us help need!” continues the prince. “Help, you can?” 
    “Help with what?” asks Lisa. 
    “Ogres attack!” answers Prince Fuzzy. “Damage occurs!  Hurt people are!” 



      “Small we are; tall are you,” replies Prince Fuzzy, “size matter much when battle 
ogres!” 
    “Alright,” answers Lisa.  “We’ll help you as best as we can, but in return we need help 
from you.” 
    “What help give we to you?” 
    “We are lost.  We must return to our home!” 
    “Well, here get; how you did?” 
    Mort answers quickly, “We rang some bell and…” 
    The little Fuzzbuckets start jumping around excitedly.  Prince Fuzzy interrupts Mort 
shrieking with excitement, “You have the One Bell!” 
    “Hey, you said that normally,” notices Lisa. 
    “I must have the One Bell!”  Prince Fuzzy bounces up and down full of energy. 
    “Whoa!” exclaims Lisa, “Little fuzzy creature is getting way too excited!” 
    Prince Fuzzy gets a hold of himself.  “Sorry, am I…” he pauses.  “It’s just that the One 
Bell is very powerful…  oops…  I mean; very powerful One bell is, Yes.  help us, it 
could…” 
     “Wait a minute!” exclaims Lisa.  “You…” 
     Prince Fuzzy interrupts her, “Time not there is!  To take me it where is!” 
     “What?” Lisa and Mort exclaim together. 
     Prince Fuzzy lets out a sigh, “Ahh! I’m tired of talking like this!  It’s silly!  I said, 
‘Take me to where the One Bell is’… please.” 
     “We don’t have it,” replies Mort. 
     “What!” Prince Fuzzy exclaims. 
     “When we appeared here the bell was gone,” explains Lisa. 
     “Okay,” replies Prince Fuzzy. “But we must find it before the Ogres do!” 
     Unknown to them, the Ogres were not far away, marching across the fields of Ashtone 
with their instruments of war in hand.  They march in regiment across the plains like 
ducks crossing a road.  A couple of them march out of step, one of them trips, but they 
continue in their clumsy banter determined to fulfill their goal! 
     Meanwhile, Prince Fuzzy leads Lisa and Mort into a great banqueting hall and seats 
them at a short table.  Thousands of Fuzzbuckets gather around the table preparing to 
feast.  Lisa and Mort appear as giants sitting among the tiny Fuzzbuckets.  Prince Fuzzy 
stands on the head of the table with his glass raised in a toast. 
     “To our new friends, Lisa and Mort,” he proclaims, “who will bring an end to the 
Ogres reign of terror!” 
      “To Lisa and Mort,” cry out thousands of Fuzzbuckets with their nasally high pitched 
voices. 
      Then dinner begins.  Lisa and Mort pick up the tiny morsels of food, which appear to 
them the size of M&Ms.  The Fuzzbuckets all devour their food like starving monsters, 
leaving a plethora of mess upon the table.  Suddenly the dinner is interrupted as another 
Fuzzbucket comes running in panicked.  
      “Interruption, excuse, your Majesty, you must!” he’s says quickly between pants of 
breath. 
      “What news bring you, Fuzzbucket Scout?” replies Prince Fuzzy. 
      “News terrible afraid I ha…” 



      “Stop talking like that!” yells out the prince.  Tell everyone to stop!  I’m tired of it!  
It’s annoying!” 
      “Okay,” replies the scout, “but your majesty, we have reports that the Ogres are on 
the move.  They are headed straight for our city!  They are preparing to attack! 
    The prince stands up on the head of the table again and yells out, “Everybody, prepare 
for battle!” Then he turns to Lisa and Mort. “You two come with me.  We must find the 
One Ding before it is too late!” 
     While the little fuzzy bucket-like creatures are donning their armor and sharpening 
their weapons, the prince leads Lisa and Mort into an underground tunnel.  They rush 
along through the dark caverns for several miles, and then come up into the forest. 
     Back at the Fuzzbuckets’ City, the Fuzzbuckets are in hiding, waiting for the Ogres.  
After a few minutes, the Ogres appear and march into the city.  They are, of course, 
surprised that there is nobody there. 
    “Hey! There’s no one here!” exclaims one of the Ogres. 
    “I’m surprised!” says another. 
    “Hey Ogres,” the narrator (that’s me!) yells.  “I already told them that!  You’re being 
redundant!” 
    “Who said that?” asks another one of the Ogres. 
    “It was the narrator,” answers another. 
    “The who?” 
    “No, not the Who; the narrator.  You know, the guy who tells the story.” 
    “Story?” asks another Ogre.  “What story?” 
    “Our story!” exclaims another. 
    “We have a story?” 
    “Yea, we…” 
    “Uh, excuse me guys!” I, the narrator, interrupt.  “Can we get on with the story; the 
audience is getting impatient!” 
     “Sorry!” several Ogres say together. 
     The city was still and quiet in an eerie “something bad is about to happen” kind of 
way.  Then the Ogres’ leader reiterates what I just said. 
     “I don’t like this,” speaks Natal, leader of the Ogres.  “It’s too quiet and eerie.  I have 
a feeling that something bad is going to happen.” 
     “Oh you always say that!” exclaims another Ogre. 
     “Yea, and usually something bad happens right after I say it.” 
     “Then why do you say it? Maybe something bad wouldn’t happen if you didn’t say 
it!” 
     “That’s silly.” 
     Suddenly the Fuzzbuckets charge out from their hiding places with weapons in hand. 
The Ogres are surrounded!  A great battle ensues engulfing the Fuzzbucket city. 
     Far away in the Forest of French Fried Freetotos, Prince Fuzzy leads Lisa and Mort 
through the woods searching for The One Ding.  They painstakingly scour the landscape 
in search of it. 
     “How are we supposed to find it?” asks Mort.  “It could be anywhere.” 
     “When we get close, she’ll know,” responds Prince Fuzzy, pointing at Lisa. 
     “I will?” says Lisa, surprised at his answer. 
     “When you are near to it,” continues the prince, “it will call out to you.” 



     “Why me?” 
     “Because you are among the Chosen!” exclaims a very loud, deep, but still 
definitively female voice. 
     “Ahh!” Everyone screams as the voice is that of a great dragon that has positioned 
herself across the trail blocking their way. 
     Prince Fuzzy approaches her.  “I am Prince Fuzzy of the Fuzzbuckets.  I command 
that you let us pass.” 
     The dragon roared antagonistically.  “I do not take orders from you.  Beware!  Great 
warnings be to those who would dare to lead the Chosen astray!  You shall not pass.  
Besides, what you seek is not to be found here.” 
     “How do I know you don’t already have it?” asked Prince Fuzzy. 
     “You dare question me!”  The dragon roars a loud, thundering, ground shake growl. 
     Prince Fuzzy backs away from her a little bit and then turns to Lisa and Mort.  “Why 
don’t we go back this way and look somewhere else.” 
    “Yea, I think that would be wise,” replies Mort with a little shake of fear in his voice. 
    “Wait!” commands the dragon.  “I must speak to the Chosen.” 
    “No!” insist Prince Fuzzy. “I can not allow that.” 
    “You know I could swallow you in one bite!” replies the dragon. 
    “Yes, but I also know that you won’t.  Because then you would be just like the one 
who brought shame to your kind.” 
    “Very well,” replies the dragon.  “You may leave, but know that you will not be 
permitted to lead the Chosen astray for long.  Now be gone with you!” 
     Lisa, Mort, and the Prince turn around and head away from the dragon.  The prince 
leads them to another trail, and they continue searching there.  The trail leads them up the 
sides of a great volcano.  Smoke spits out from the top. 
     “What did the dragon mean when she called us the Chosen?” asks Lisa as they 
struggle up the steep path and then make their way cautiously over a rope bridge. 
     “Bid no mind to what a dragon says,” replies Prince Fuzzy, looking down at the 
flowing lava under the rope bridge.  “Remember, God’s enemy took the form of an 
ancient serpent; the form of a dragon!  They are not to be trusted.” 
    “But she d… Ahh!” Lisa screams as one of the main ropes on the bridge snaps and the 
bridge tilts sideways, rocking violently above the burning lava! 
    “Hang on!” yells Mort. 
    They all carefully make their way across the now lopsided bridge.  Lisa screams the 
whole way across but makes it to the other side.  Mort helps pull her up on to solid land. 
    “Well, that was fun!” exclaims Mort. 
    “Fun!” shrieks Lisa.  “We almost died!” 
    “Come on,” interjects Prince Fuzzy.  “This way!” 
    Far away from their adventures Prince Fuzzy’s brother, Prince Furry is on his roof 
working diligently at repairing it.  The Ogre battle is over and smoke smolders from the 
damaged village around him.  During his cleaning he runs across a small bell sitting on 
his roof. 
    “What’s this!” he proclaims.  “What a nice little bell!  It will go well with my 
collection.” 



    Unfortunately for Prince Fuzzy, his brother is a little unintelligent.  He picks up the 
bell completely unaware that it is The One Ding.  He takes it into his house and adds it to 
his large collection of shiny bells. 
     Of course, Prince Fuzzy is completely unaware of this, so he continues to lead Mort 
and Lisa through the forest and mountains of Carnia.  They’ve been searching for quite 
some time now and our starting to get tired.  Then Mort loses it. 
    “This could take forever!” He exclaims in exasperation.  “My feet are tired!  My legs 
are sore!  I’m sweating!  I’m dirty!  I’m tired!  I’m exhausted and tired and…” 
    “You said ‘tired’ three times!” interrupts Lisa. 
    “Well, I’m tired!” yells Mort. 
    “Can you please get him to stop whining!” screams Prince Fuzzy.  “We must find The 
One Ding!”  He starts getting very excited.  “I will be ruler of all!  I will be Prince of the 
Universe with it!  I will control all that is, all that was, and all that ever will be!”  He lets 
out a little bit of an evil laugh and then stops himself. 
     “You know,” she whispers to Mort, “I think this guy might be just a little power 
hungry.” 
     “You think?” replies Mort sarcastically.   
     They continue through The Plains of Plaintonia and the Hills of Hillgonia, but Lisa 
and Mort have become apprehensive about the princes motives.  They enter the Woods of 
Woodonia and Mort just can’t resist saying what we are all thinking… 
     “What kind of stupid names are these; “Plaintonia, Hillgonia, and Woodonia?  Use a 
little imagination people!” 
     Just then two Ogres come charging out of the woods.  One pushes the prince down 
and the other grabs Lisa.  Then, as quickly as the attacked, they disappear into the woods 
with Lisa. 
     Mort helps the prince get back up. 
     “We have to rescue her!” exclaims Prince Fuzzy. 
     “Yes,” replies Mort, “but how?” 
     “I know exactly where they will take her,” replies the prince.  “You will have to sneak 
in during the cover of night and get her.” 
 


